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Abstract

In content-driven reputation systems for collaborative content, users gain or lose reputation accord-
ing to how their contributions fare: authors of long-lived contributions gain reputation, while authors
of reverted contributions lose reputation. Existing content-driven systems are prone to Sybil attacks, in
which multiple identities, controlled by the same person, perform coordinated actions to increase their
reputation. We show that content-driven reputation systems can be made resistent to such attacks by tak-
ing advantage of the fact that the reputation increments anddecrements depend on content modifications,
which are visible to all.

We present an algorithm for content-driven reputation thatprevents a set of identities from increasing
their maximum reputation without doing any useful work. A variation of the algorithm ensures that the
reputation of each identity which performs only non-usefulwork decreases. Here, work is considered
useful if it causes content to evolve in a direction that is consistent with the actions of high-reputation
users. We argue that the content modifications that require no effort, such as the insertion or deletion
of arbitrary text, are invariably non-useful. We prove a truthfullness result for the resulting system,
stating that users who wish to perform a contribution do not gain by employing complex contribution
schemes, compared to simply performing the contribution atonce. In particular, splitting the contribution
in multiple portions, or employing the coordinated actionsof multiple identities, do not yield additional
reputation. Taken together, these results indicate that content-driven systems can be made robust with
respect to Sybil attacks.

1 Introduction

On-line collaboration is fast becoming one of the primary ways in which information is being created,
aggregated, and shared. The success of sites such as the Wikipedia, YouTube, MySpace, and of the many
wikis and discussion groups disseminated over the web owes to their ability to harness the contributions of
millions of people all over the world. As the volume of such collaborative information grows, so does the
problem of assessing its quality, preventing vandalism andspam, and providing incentives to constructive
collaboration. Reputation systems have been proposed as a help in this direction.

Some of the largest bodies of collaborative information areversioned:users build on each other’s con-
tributions, modifying and improving them. The prime example of such bodies of information are wikis,
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among which the Wikipedia, currently the largest on-line encyclopedia and the 8th most frequently vis-
ited site on the Web.1 As on-line collaboration expands, versioned information will become increasingly
common; indeed, editable and shareable maps, such as layerson Google Earth, and edit-shared documents,
represent additional examples. Versioned bodies of information can employcontent-drivenreputation sys-
tems, which compute user reputation on the basis of content evolution: authors of long-lived contributions
gain reputation, while authors of contributions which are short-lived or reverted lose reputation [2]. Content-
driven reputation systems thus provide an incentive to contribute lasting content; they are also intrinsically
objective, as the reputation changes are tied to content evolution. For instance, the only way a userA can
denigrate a userB is by revertingB’s contribution; if subsequent users reinstateB’s contribution, it isA’s
reputation, rather thanB’s, which will suffer the most. The content-driven reputation of Wikipedia authors
has been shown to be a good statistical predictor of the longevity (and thus, presumably, of the quality) of
their future contributions [2]; author reputation has alsobeen used as the basis for computing text trust [1].

Reputation confers status, and it can be used to manage edit rights to high-visibility information, or as
the basis for the computation of content quality [1, 3]. Consequently, reputation systems are subject to attack
by users who wish to increase their reputation without performing useful (and thus, time-consuming) work.
Thus far, the use of content-driven reputation has not led toresistance to attacks. Indeed, the reputation
system proposed in [2] can be subject to a wide number ofSybil attacks,in which a single person uses
multiple identities (orsock-puppets) to increase her reputation without providing valuable contributions
[7, 4, 14, 11, 9]. In the simplest of these attacks, a user controls two identities: a primary identityA,
and a “sacrifical” identityÂ. In the attack,Â first performs vandalism, for instance by deleting the entire
content of a wiki article, or by inserting spurious text;A then promptly reinstates the original content of the
article. As subsequent users build on the unvandalized content of the page,A reputation will rise, sinceA’s
intervention is preserved. Many similar attacks are possible, and some of them are described in this paper.

Attacks to reputation sytems are a pervasive problem, and [4, 9, 11] provide comprehensive surveys
of the general problem and of solution approaches. In this paper, we show that content-driven reputation
systems can be made resistant to many forms of Sybil attacks.The key idea consists in exploiting the
connection between content evolution, and reputation computation. In particular, reputation changes are
due to content modification that can be inspected by all users. Thus, under the assumption that content is
visited by a wide variety of users, as it happens in real systems, we will be able to provide strong guarantees
of immunity to attacks. The algorithms we present do not depend on the specific nature of the content, and
can be applied to wikis, as well as to other versioned content: all we need to assume is that we have some
way to measure thedistancebetween contributions. In wikis and other text-based systems, edit distance
can be used [18, 15, 6]. Nevertheless, we chose to present thealgorithms in the context of wikis, both to
provide readers with a familiar context, and because the evaluation of the algorithms will be performed on
the French Wikipedia.

Our starting point is the content-driven reputation algorithm proposed in [2]. The algorithm assesses
the value of each contribution by comparing it with past and future versions of the content, due to different
authors. If the contribution went in the general direction of content evolution, as estimated from the change
from past to future versions, the contribution is judged positively, and its author gains reputation; otherwise,
it is judged negatively, and the author loses reputation.

As a first step, we describe theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm, where the reputation that can be gained by
the contributing author’s is capped by the reputation of theauthors of the past and future versions to which it
is compared. TheREPUTATION-CAP algorithm prevents groups of sock-puppets from increasingtheir max-
imum reputation unless they performuseful work,or work that is considered positively by higher-reputation
users. Unfortunately, theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm also prevents the global reputation growth of sys-

1In May 2008, according to the rankings atwww.alexa.com.
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tem users. In particular, if everybody starts with low reputation, nobody can ever gain high reputation. To
remedy this, we relax the assumptions on theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm, allowing users to gain uncapped
reputation, provided their contributions have first withstood the test of time without being judged negatively;
this yields theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm. We show that under weak assumptions on content visita-
tion rate, assumptions that hold for most real systems including the Wikipedia, theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX

is able to prevent Sybil attacks while allowing global reputation growth.
Next, we turn to thetruthfulnessproperty, stating that if a user wishes to perform an edite, the user

cannot gain by splittinge in multiple sub-edits, or by employing complex editing schemes involving sock-
puppets, compared to doinge directly. This property is inspired by mechanism design in game theory:
there, a mechanism (such as an auction procedure) is truthful if it is a weakly dominant strategy for the
players to reveal their utility [5, 8, 16, 12]. We show that while the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm does
not enjoy the truthfulness property, a simple modification does. The modification allows somereputation
denial attacks, but this can be once more remedied under weak assumptions, met in the real world, on the
relative infrequency of disputes (reversion wars) among high-reputation authors. This leads to our final
algorithm, theLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm, which is our candidate for implementation in on-line content-
driven reputation systems. The algorithm is resistant to Sybil attacks and truthful, under weak assumption
about visitation and editing dynamics of a site.

We evaluate the algorithms with respect to their ability to produce informative, high-quality reputation
information, which has good predictive value with respect to the longevity of future contributions by the
authors. Using a 100,000-article, 56-million revision subset of the French Wikipedia as our dataset, we show
that the modifications required to make the algorithms robust do not decrease the quality of the reputation
they compute.

2 Content-Driven Reputation

Before presenting the robust reputation algorithms, it is useful to summarize the content-driven algorithm
of [2], on which the robust algorithms are based, and examineattacks to which this original algorithm can
be subject.

2.1 Notation

We considercontent-drivenreputation algorithms which compute author reputation on the basis of the se-
quence of versions of each wiki article. The algorithms are on-line, and examine each version as it is
introduced in the system. We denote the versions of an article p by v

p
1 , v

p
2 , v

p
3 , . . .; the letterp stands for

page.We indicate withap
1, a

p
2, a

p
3, . . . the authors of these versions, and we indicate bye

p
i = v

p
i−1  v

p
i the

edit (the text modification) that producedvp
i , for 1 < i. We indicate the times at which the versionsv

p
1 , v

p
2 ,

. . . have been created bytp1, t
p
2, . . . ; for simplicity, we assume that all versions have distinct timestamps. We

denote byrp
i (a) the reputation of authora just before versionvp

i was entered. We assume that the reputation
is bounded to the range[0, Tmax], for someTmax > 0, so that if a reputation increment or decrement causes
the reputation to go below 0 (resp., aboveTmax), the reputation is set to 0 (resp., toTmax). In the following,
we will occasionally omit the superscriptp and focus on one article at a time; however, we stress that the
algorithms operate strictly chronologically, according to the order in which versions are entered into the
wiki.
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k) computation.

2.2 TheBASIC algorithm

Thecontent-drivenreputation of [2] is based on the idea of assigning reputation to authors according to how
long their contributions last: authors of long-lived contributions gain reputation, and authors of short-lived
or reverted contributions lose reputation. In [2], it was proposed to measure the contribution given by an
author in two ways: according to the text that was inserted (the text contribution), and according to the
overall modification performed (theedit contribution). The edit contribution largely subsumes thetext one;
for this reason, we discuss here only the algorithm based on edit contributions. Our evaluation, reported in
Section 4, will show that considering edit contributions only does not yield inferior quality for the computed
reputation, compared to the algorithm of [2].

TheBASIC algorithm takes, as a basic building block, an algorithm to compute theedit distancebetween
two text documents. The edit distanceedit distanced(v, v′) ≥ 0 between documentsv andv′ is a measure of
the amount of text insertions, deletions, and replacementsthat is required to transformv into v′. The problem
of computing edit distances has been well-studied in the literature [18, 15, 6]; the particular approach we
chose is discussed in [2]. All authors initially have reputation zero. When a versionvp

k is entered into the
wiki, the algorithm considers triples of versions(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k), with 0 < i < j < k. In each triple(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k),

the authorak judges the quality ofvp
j on the basis of the versionvp

k she just produced, and on the basis of a
previous versionvp

i taken as reference. The idea is as follows. The authorak, having just produced version
v

p
k, will naturally believe thatvp

k is better (in her own personal opinion) than any previous version. Thus,ak

judgesaj on the basis of whetheraj ’s edits brought the article closer to the versionv
p
k. The total change

from v
p
i to v

p
j is d(vp

i , v
p
j ). This change caused the distance tov

p
k to decrease byd(vp

i , v
p
k)−d(vp

j , v
p
k). Thus,

the algorithm computes the ratio

qual(vp
i , v

p
j , v

p
k) =

d(vp
i , v

p
k) − d(vp

j , v
p
k)

d(vp
i , v

p
j )

(1)

between the total change, and the change towardsv
p
k. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1. We say that

the versionvp
j receives negative feedbackif qual(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k) < 0. As the edit distance satisfies the triangular

inequalityd(v, v′) ≤ d(v, v′′) + d(v′′, v′) for all versionsv, v′, v′′, we have that, for all0 < i < j < k, that
−1 ≤ qual(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k) ≤ 1. Given a positive integerm as a parameter, theBASIC algorithm considers triples

(vp
i , v

p
j , v

p
k), wherei+1 = j andk− i ≤ m (so that the judged versionvp

j is compared to the preceding one,
and a window of sizem revisions is analized). The algorithm increases the reputation of aj by the amount

Incp(i, j, k) = cs · d(vp
j−1, v

p
j ) · qual(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k) · w(rp

k(ak)) , (2)

wherecs > 0 is a scaling constant,d(vp
j−1, v

p
j ) is the amount of change performed in the editej = v

p
j−1  

v
p
j , andr

p
k(ak) ≥ 0 is the reputation of the judgeak at the timevp

k is created;w is a monotonic increasing
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function. As in [2], we takew(x) = log(1.1+r(x)), thus reducing the influence of high-reputation authors:
if this were not done, our experiments indicated that high-reputation authors would wield disproportionate
power. The results of this paper are independent on the particular choice ofw, providedw(0) > 0, and
x ≥ y impliesw(x) ≥ w(y).

2.3 Attacks against theBASIC algorithm

The BASIC algorithm is prone to attacks, in which users can increase their reputation without performing
any amount of productive work. These attacks rely onsock-puppets,or multiple user identities that are
controlled by the same person.

A simple attack of this kind is thedelete-restoreattack. The attack can be carried out by a person
having two identities: a main identityA, whose reputation the person wants to increase, and a sock-puppet
identityA′. In the attack,A′ removes all the text of the article, producing an empty version v

p
j ; immediately

afterwards, identityA restores the text in versionvp
j+1. Since stable Wikipedia pages usually evolve via

small edits, subsequent authors will build on versionv
p
j+1, andqual(vp

j , v
p
j+1, v

p
k) will be positive and close

to 1, leading to an increase in reputation forA. Identity A′ of course loses reputation, but this does not
matter: this identity is simply a “sacrificial” one, and all it matters is that it is permitted to carry out edits; if
A′ is banned, the person controllingA andA′ can simply create a new sock-puppetA′′.

The delete-restore attack is somewhat easy to spot: wiki administrators may become suspicious if they
notice thatA is always restoring the text of deleted pages, while doing little else. A variation that is harder
to spot is theadd-restoreattack, in which the sock-puppet identityA′ introduces spurious text in an article
(for instance, a nonsensical paragraph, spam, or other clearly inappropriate material), whichA proceeds to
remove in the immediately subsequent edit.

Another attack is thefake-followers attack.In this attack, a person controls a main identityA, and some
sock-puppet identitiesA0, A1, A2, · · · . In this attack,A performs an editvp

j−1  v
p
j which introduces any

material, plausible or not; immediately afterwards,A0, A1, A2, . . . , proceed to develop on versionv
p
j , thus

increasingA’s reputation. When the edit ofA is finally undone at versionvp
k = v

p
j−1, if k − j > m, the

reputation ofA is not harmed, so thatA can retain the gains accrued in the course of the attack.
These attacks have many variations, and are only a representative sample of the set of possible successful

attacks to theBASIC algorithm. The focus of this paper is not to provide a classification of attacks, but to
present modified content-driven algorithms that are robustwith respect toanysock-puppet attack.

3 Robust Content-Driven Reputation

In this section, we develop from algorithmBASIC new algorithms that are resistant to Sybil attacks and that
enjoy the truthfulness property.

3.1 TheREPUTATION-CAP algorithm

The first algorithm,REPUTATION-CAP, bounds the reputation increase, so that the maximum reputation of
a set of identities can increase only if useful work is performed. In order to update the reputation of an
author, we see from (1) that algorithmBASIC compares a versionvp

j produced by the author with two two
versions, that are taken as reference: an older versionv

p
i (for i = j−1), and a newer versionvp

k. The attacks
described in Section 2.3 rely on the fact that at least one of the two reference versions is due to a sock-
puppet, rather than to a legitimate author. This suggests that, when updating the reputation ofa

p
j , we do not

increase it beyond that of the reputations ofa
p
i or a

p
k: this prevents the use of low-reputation sock-puppets
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for increasing the reputation of the main identity. In the following, for simplicity we drop the superscriptp,
since the algorithm only compares versions belonging to thesame article.

The REPUTATION-CAP algorithm is obtained by modifying the reputation increaseof the basic algo-
rithm. TheREPUTATION-CAP algorithm first computesInc(i, j, k) as in (2), and then proceeds as follows:

• If Inc(i, j, k) < 0, then the reputation ofaj is incremented byInc(i, j, k) (leading to a reputation
decrease); this coincides with the basic algorithm.

• If Inc(i, j, k) ≥ 0, the algorithm first retrieves the current reputationsrk(ai), rk(aj), rk(ak) of ai, aj,
ak; it then updates the reputation ofaj to

max(rk(aj),min(rk(ai), rk(ak), rk(aj) + Inc(i, j, k))). (3)

The formula (3) has two consequences. If the reputation ofaj is greater than that ofai or ak, the
reputation ofaj cannot increase, and it can decrease ifqual(vi, vj , vk) < 0. On the other hand, if the
reputation ofaj is lower than both the reputations ofai and ak, then the reputation ofaj can increase,
but only up to the minimum of the reputations of the “referees” ai and ak. Thus, an author can gain
high reputation only when her versions are compared with versions produced by high-reputation authors.
In particular, if an authora starts with low reputation, and if her versions are only compared with the
versions of authors of reputation belowr, the authora will be unable to gain reputation abover. This is the
mechanism that prevents the sock-puppet attacks outlined in Section 2.3. To ensure that enough triples with
high-reputation reference points are considered, when a version vk is entered, the algorithm considers all
triples(i, j, k) with 0 < i < j < k andk− i ≤ m, thus lifting the restrictioni + 1 = j of algorithmBASIC.

The key property we wish to show of theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm can be informally summarized
as follows: If a person controls a set of sock-puppets whose maximum reputation is r, then unless useful
editing work is done, no sock-puppet can increase the reputation beyondr. To formalize this statement, we
need to provide a definition of “useful”. We formalize this notion as follows.

Definition 1 (useful work) Givenr ∈ [0, Tmax] and a triple(i, j, k) with 0 < i < j < k, we say that the
triple (i, j, k) is r-good iff both ai andak have reputation at leastr when the triple is created or evaluated;
precisely,(i, j, k) is r-good if

(

ri(ai) ≥ r or rk(ai) ≥ r
)

and rk(ak) ≥ r. We say that the version
vj is r-usefuliff qual(vi, vj , vk) > 0 for somer-good triple(i, j, k). A version that is notr-useful work is
calledr-useless.

Intuitively, this definition states that the versionvj is useful iff there is at least a pair of reference versions
vi andvk, one in the past, and the other in the future, both by authors of reputation at leastr, that judge
in positive fashion the contribution ofvj . High-reputation authors do not always fully agree agree onwhat
is the best direction of change for an article; the definitiongives the benefit of the doubt to versionvj , and
calls it useful if it agrees with the direction of change undertaken by at least some of these authors.

Nevertheless, we argue that producing a useful version doesnot come for free, but in the great majority of
cases, requires some effort on the part of the author. A useful version, after all, is a version that comes closer
to somefuturecontribution by high-reputation authors: it is unlikely that such a version can be produced by
acts that do not require effort, such as removing or inserting text at random. The following theorem provides
the main property of theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm, which shows that a set of authors cannot increase
their maximal reputation without doing useful work. We formalize this property as theno-free-increase
property. This theorem rules out Sybil attacks such as the ones outlined in Section 2.3.

No-free-increase property. Consider a setU of authors, which at timet all have reputation
belowr ∈ [0, Tmax]. If, after timet, the authors inU only contributer-useless versions, then
reputation of no authors inU can grow abover.

6



Theorem 1 TheREPUTATION-CAP algorithm ensures the no-free-increase property.

Proof. Consider any sequence of edits such that, after timet, authors inU only contributer-useless
versions. Notice that the reputation of an authoru ∈ U can only grow whenu contributes a versionvj , and
the triple(i, j, k) is considered for feedback, where0 < i < j < k. There are two cases. Ifrk(ai) ≤ r

or rk(ak) ≤ r, then by (3) andrk(u) < r we have that the reputation ofu cannot increase abover. If
rk(ai) > r andrk(ak) > r, then since the versionaj is r-useless, we have thatqual(vi, vj , vk) < 0, leading
to Inc(i, j, k) < 0, so that the reputation ofu again cannot increase abover.

3.2 Allowing global reputation growth

While the REPUTATION-CAP algorithm is effective against Sybil attacks, it has one major drawback: if
applied it throughout the lifetime of a wiki, it would prevent the maximal reputation of wiki authors from
growing. In particular, our basic content-driven reputation system starts by assigning reputation 0 to all
authors. If we applied theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm from the beginning, authors reputations would not
be allowed to grow.

We note, first of all, that this drawback is pertinent to growing wikis. TheREPUTATION-CAP algorithm
is well suited to mature wikis, such as the Wikipedia in the major languages (English, German, and French
being the largest), which have a large pool of authors who have reputation very close to the top valueTmax.
In mature wikis, high-reputation authors can increase the reputation of other authors, and the pool of high-
reputation authors would most likely be self-renovating.

Nevertheless, we wish to obtain a reputation algorithm thatis not only resistant to Sybil attacks, but that
can also be used from the inception. To this end, we modify theREPUTATION-CAP ALGORITHM, obtaining
the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm. The modified algorithm is based on the following idea. On the
Wikipedia, it is very unlikely that low-quality or vandalistic edits survive for long time; indeed, according
to some studies, vandalism has a very high probability of being removed from a page in a few minutes [17,
10, 13]. Therefore, we assume that any useless version will cause its author a negative reputation increment
within a short interval of time. If a version survives for long enough without having ever accumulated
negative feedback, then the version is unlikely to be part ofa Sybil attack, and we revert to the basic
algorithm, which enables the reputation of an author to grow, even though the author’s contributions are
only compared with the contributions of lower reputation authors.

TheREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm takes as input a delay valueT > 0, called thevalidation interval.
When a versionvj is created, we set itsnix bit to 0, indicating thatvj has not received any negative feedback.
When a versionvk is entered, theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm considers again all triples(i, j, k) with
0 < i < j < k andk − i ≤ m; when considering(i, j, k), it proceeds as follows:

1. If one of these two conditions holds, set the nix bit to 1; otherwise, leave it unchanged:

(Nix1): tk − tj ≤ T and qual(vi, vj , vk) < 0 (Nix2): k − i ≥ m and tk − ti ≤ T .

2. If the nix bit of tj is 1 or tk − tj ≤ T , we update the reputation ofaj using theREPUTATION-CAP

ALGORITHM, that is, by the amount given in (3).

3. If the nix bit oftj is 0 andtk − tj > T , we update the reputation ofaj using the basic algorithm, that
is, by the amount given in (2).

Condition (Nix1) states that, if a revision received negative feedback within timeT , we set its nix bit: thus,
the version will not benefit from the more liberal basic algorithm after timeT has elapsed. As we will
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assume that visits from high-reputation authors are spacedless thanT , this helps prevent reputation increase
when no useful work is performed. The condition (Nix2) has todo with the fact that we consider only
triples (i, j, k) with k − i ≤ m, so that our evaluation algorithm has a finite horizon. If we omitted clause
(Nix2), then an author could perform astuffing attack,immediately preceding each of her contributions by
m contributions of a sock-puppet, and avoiding in this way thenixing bit to be set via (Nix1).

The following lemma states that, if high-reputation users regularly edit the article theREPUTATION-
CAP-NIX algorithm provides the same guarantees against Sybil attacks as theREPUTATION-CAP algorithm.

Lemma 1 Assume that an articlep is edited in such a way that each time interval of lengthT contains
at least one edit by a user of reputation at leastr. Consider a setU of authors, which at timet all have
reputation belowr. If, after timet, the authors inU only contributer-useless versions, the reputation of no
authors inU can grow abover.

Proof. An authora ∈ U can increase her reputation when a triple(i, j, k) is considered, withaj = a. We
distinguish two cases.

1. The triple(i, j, k) is such thatrk(ak) > r andrk(ai) > r. By hypothesis, we haveInc(i, j, k) < 0,
so this cannot increase the reputation ofa = aj .

2. The triple(i, j, k) is such thatmin(rk(ai), rk(ak)) ≤ r. If Inc(i, j, k) ≤ 0, the result follows. If
Inc(i, j, k) > 0, we distinguish two sub-cases:

(a) If tk − tj ≤ T , then the reputation update (3) is used, preventingaj ’s reputation from growing
abovemin(rk(ai), rk(ak)) ≤ r.

(b) If tk − tj > T , then due to the hypothesis on the edit frequency by authors of reputation at least
r, there must have been two versionsvh andvl, with tl − th < T , h < j < l < k, and with
rl(al) > r andrh(ah) > r. We consider two cases:

i. If l − h ≤ m, then sincevj is r-useless, we haveInc(h, j, l) < 0, and the nix bit ofvj has
been set due to (Nix1).

ii. If l − h > m, then the nix bit ofvj has been set due to (Nix2).

In either case, the nix bit ofvj is set, so that the reputation increment toa = aj is given by (3),
ensuring once more that the reputation ofa does not increase beyondr.

This analysis leads to the result.

The results of the lemma can be extended to the case in which high-reputation authorscheckthe article
regularly, editing it only if desired. Precisely, we say that an authora checksthe article at timet if a reads
the versionv of the article, decides what would be the best versionv′, and insertsv′ in the system whenever
v 6= v′. The following theorem summarizes the main properties of the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm.
The first part of the theorem extends the previous lemma, replacing the assumption that high-reputation
users regularlyedit the article with the weaker one that they regularlycheckthe article. The second part of
the theorem ensures theglobal-reputation-growthproperty (i.e., maximum reputation of all wiki users can
increase), making this algorithm suited to wikis in which there is no established group of high-reputation
users yet. We now formally state the global reputation growth property.

Global-reputation-growth property. Consider the setU of all authors editing an articlep
from timest to t′, and assume that at timet, all users inU have reputation belowr ∈ [0, Tmax].
If t′ − t > T , then the reputations of authors inU can increase abover by timet′.
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Theorem 2 (properties of theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm) The following assertions hold.

1. Assume that an articlep evolves in such a way that each time interval of lengthT contains at least one
edit or check by a user of reputation at leastr. Then theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm ensures
the no-free-increase property.

2. TheREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm has the global-reputation-growth property.

Proof. An authora ∈ U can increase her reputation when a triple(i, j, k) is considered, withaj = a, and
we distinguish two cases.

1. The triple(i, j, k) is such thatrk(ak) > r and rk(ai) > r. As before, by hypothesis we have
Inc(i, j, k) < 0, so that the reputation ofa = aj cannot increase.

2. The triple(i, j, k) is such thatmin(rk(ai), rk(ak)) ≤ r. If Inc(i, j, k) ≤ 0, the result follows. If
Inc(i, j, k) > 0, we distinguish two sub-cases:

(a) If tk − tj ≤ T , then the reputation update (3) is used, preventingaj ’s reputation from growing
abovemin(rk(ai), rk(ak)) ≤ r.

(b) If tk−tj > T , then due to the hypothesis on the check frequency by authorsof reputation at least
r, there must have been two timest′ andt′′, with t′′− t′ < T , and witht′ < tj < t′′ < tk, where
authors of reputation at leastr checked the article. This means that there were two versionsvh

andvl, with th ≤ t′ < tj ≤ tl ≤ t′′ < tk, such that users of reputation abover agreed withth
andtl. We consider two cases:

i. If l − h ≤ m, then since by hypothesisaj did r-useless work, we haveInc(h, j, l) < 0.
Furthermore, fromt′′ − t′ < T andt′ < tj ≤ tl ≤ t′′ we derivet′′ − tj < T , so that the nix
bit of vj has been set due to (Nix1).

ii. If l − h > m, notice thatvh is the version immediately preceding timet′, andtl − t′ < T .
This means that there must be at leastm versions between timestl andt′, and the nix bit of
vj has been set due to (Nix2).

In either case, the nix bit ofvj is set, so that the reputation increment toa = aj is given by (3),
ensuring once more that the reputation ofa does not increase beyondr.

For the second part of the theorem, note that if the authors inU do useful work, leading to positive ratios
(1), then the nix bit of their contributions will not be set, so that theBASIC algorithm may be used, allowing
their reputations to eventually grow abover.

3.3 Truthfulness

We say an algorithm for reputation computation enjoys thetruthfulnessproperty if an author who wishes
to perform an edit cannot gain by splitting the edit into multiple edits, or by employing complex editing
schemes, as compared to truthfully performing the edit in a single step. We first show that theREPUTATION-
CAP and theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm can be subject to azig-zag-attackthat violates the truthful-
ness property.

The Zig-Zag-Attack.Consider an authora with reputationr at time t such that the author can perform
an r-useful editej to produce a versionvj . When the versionvj is judged by a later high reputed author
of versionvk, and compared againstvj−1 (i.e., the triple(vj−1, vj , vk) is considered for reputation incre-
ment), then the authora gains in reputation. However, the author can split the editej to produce versions
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Figure 2: The zig-zag-attack.

v̂1, v̂2, v̂3, v̂4, . . . , v̂f = vj in a zig-zag-fashion (as shown in Figure 2) such that for all1 ≤ i ≤ f we have
d(v̂i, vk) ≤ d(vj−1, vk). Hence the author gains reputation fromvk for each split sub-edit, and the sum of
the reputation increment of the split sub-edits can exceed the reputation increment for the single editej .

The LOCAL algorithm. The zig-zag-attack against truthfulness for theREPUTATION-CAP (and the
REPUTATION-CAP-NIX ) algorithm relied on the fact that the algorithms considerstriple (vi, vj , vk) for rep-
utation increment that takes care of theglobal improvement of the article. These algorithms ignores the
local effect: that is how an article is improved by an edit as compared to the immediate previous version.
We remedy this in theLOCAL algorithm by considering only the local feedback. TheLOCAL algorithm
follows theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm: when a versionvk is entered, it considers all triples(i, j, k)
with 0 < i < j < k andk − i ≤ m, as in that algorithm. However, (2) is modified as follows:

IncLocalp(i, j, k) =

{

0 i 6= j − 1

Incp(i, j, k) otherwise
(4)

Thus, while theLOCAL algorithm followsREPUTATION-CAP-NIX for the use of the nix bits, it only increases
reputation when the revision being evaluated is compared with the immediately preceding one. Since the
LOCAL algorithm considers only a different set of triples as compared to theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX ALGO -
RITHM for reputation increment, but follows the same procedure astheREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm, a
theorem corresponding to Theorem 2 holds.

Theorem 3 (robustness of theLOCAL algorithm) The following assertions hold.

1. Assume that an articlep evolves in such a way that each time interval of lengthT contains at least one
edit or check by a user of reputation at leastr. Then theLOCAL algorithm ensures the no-free-increase
property.

2. TheLOCAL algorithm has the global-reputation-growth property.

We now show the truthfulness property of theLOCAL algorithm.

Theorem 4 (truthfulness property of the LOCAL algorithm). Consider an authorA in control of a set
U of authors with maximal reputationr at timetj. Let σ be the evolution history of an article such that
A performs anr-useful editej producing a versionvj. Consider an alternative evolution historyσ′ of
the article in which the editej is split into multiple edits performed by identities inU , and otherwise the
evolution historyσ′ coincide withσ. If theLOCAL algorithm is followed, thenA does not gain more maximal
reputation inσ′ as compared toσ.

Proof. We consider the two evolution historiesσ andσ′. In σ′ the editej is replaced by multiple edits by
identities inU , otherwiseσ andσ′ coincide. Letvj−1 be the version before the editej in σ, and we denote
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the versions produced by edits of identities inU in σ′ as v̂1, v̂2, . . . , v̂f = vj (i.e., the final version̂vf of
the edits byU is the versionvj of σ). The following analysis shows that the maximal reputationgain inσ′

is no more than the maximal reputation gain inσ. Consider a version̂vi produced by an identity inu ∈ U

with maximal reputationr. Let the version̂vi be judged by a later versionv. If v is produced by an edit of
an identity inU , then the reputation of the author of the version judgingv̂i is at mostr (since the maximal
reputation of identities inU is r). Thus the reputation ofu does not increase. Hence we consider the case
when the judging version is a versionvk aftervj, and show the total reputation increment inσ′ is bounded
by the reputation increment inσ. We consider a triple(vj−1, vj , vk) for reputation increment inσ. The sum
γ of the reputation increments inσ′ for edits byU producingvj as judged byvk is given as follows:

γ = cs · d(vj−1, v̂1) · qual(vj−1, v̂1, vk) · w(rk(ak)) + cs ·
∑f−1

l=1 d(v̂l, v̂l+1) · qual(v̂l, v̂l+1, vk) · w(rk(ak))

= cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂1, vk)
)

+ cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
∑f−1

l=1

(

d(v̂l, vk) − d(v̂l+1, vk)
)

= cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂f , vk)
)

.

We obtain the first equality by applying (4) for reputation increment, and the second equality follows since

qual(vj−1, v̂1, vk) =
d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂1, vk)

d(vj−1, v̂1)
; qual(v̂l, v̂l+1, vk) =

d(v̂l, vk) − d(v̂l+1, vk)

d(v̂l, v̂l+1)
.

Sincev̂f = vj , it follows that the above sum is equal tocs · w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(vj , vk)
)

. In the
evolution historyσ, the reputation increment for the triple(j − 1, j, k) is given by

IncLocalp(j − 1, j, k) = cs · d(vj−1, vj) · qual(vj−1, vj , vk) · w(rk(ak))

= cs ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(vj , vk)
)

· w(rk(ak)).

It follows that γ = IncLocalp(j − 1, j, k). It follows that the maximal reputation inσ′ for indentities in
U is no more than the maximal reputation inσ. We remark that it is possible that a triple(j − 1, j, k)
is considered for reputation increment for the evolution history σ, but all sub-edits by identities inU that
producevj in σ′ do not get reputation increment being judged byvk. This is because since inσ′ multiple
edits producevj, the number of edits between an edit byU andvk may exceedm in σ′, whereas the number
of edits betweenvj−1 andvk may be smaller thanm in σ. Hence the maximal reputation inσ can exceed
the maximal reputation inσ′.

Theorem 4 shows that if an author wishes to do aη-units of useful work, then the most rational policy to
gain reputation is to truthfully do theη-units of useful work at once. Thus by Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 we
obtain that theLOCAL algorithm has two highly desired properties: robustness against sock-puppet attacks,
and truthfullness for useful work. However, the algorithm can be subject todenial-of-reputationattack.

Denial-of-reputation attack. In the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX ALGORITHM , for edits that are nixed or have
not crossed the validation interval, the reputation cannotincrease beyond the minimum of the two judging
versions. In theLOCAL algorithm, one judging point of a version is fixed as the immediate previous version.
Hence low reputed users can perform many edits, and ensure that the following useful edits are not credited
with reputation increment. We remedy this partially in the following algorithm.

The LOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm. The REPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm was subject to the zig-zag-attack
because it only considered the global feedback, whereas theLOCAL algorithm is subject to denial-of-
reputation attack since it only considered the local feedback with respect to the immediate previous version.
TheLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm considers both the local and global feedback as follows: the algorithm like
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the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX ALGORITHM considers triples of the form(i, j, k) with 0 < i < j < k, and
k − i ≤ m, but instead of the global feedback the reputation increment Inc is modified to be the minimum
of the feedback of the global and local effect. Formally, fora triple (i, j, k) and an articlep we modify (2)
to the following equation:

IncLocalGlobalp(i, j, k) = cs · d(vp
j−1, v

p
j ) · min

(

qual(vp
j−1, v

p
j , v

p
k), qual(vp

i , v
p
j , v

p
k)

)

· w(rp
k(ak)) . (5)

In (5), instead of the global feedbackqual(vp
i , v

p
j , v

p
k) of (2), the minimum of the global feedback

qual(vp
i , v

p
j , v

p
k) and the local feedbackqual(vp

j−1, v
p
j , v

p
k) is used. TheLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm follows

the REPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm replacingInc by IncLocalGlobalfor reputation increment. Observe
that for all triples(i, j, k) we haveIncLocalGlobalp(i, j, k) ≤ Incp(i, j, k). Thus theLOCAL-GLOBAL al-
gorithm always assigns a reputation lower as compared to theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm and hence
the robustness property of theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm against sock-puppet attacks also holds for
theLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm (i.e., Theorem 3 holds forLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm).

Almost-truthfulness of the LOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm. We now argue that theLOCAL algorithm ensures
truthfulness in all practical cases. We can show that if an edit ej is split as in the analysis of Theorem 4,
then the reputation increment in theLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm for the split edits is bounded by the local
feedback of the single edit.

Lemma 2 (almost-truthfulness property of the LOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm). Consider an authorA in
control of a setU of authors with maximal reputationr at time tj. Let σ be the evolution history of an
article such thatA performs anr-useful editej producing a versionvj . Consider an alternative evolution
history σ′ of the article in which the editej is split into multiple edits performed by identities inU , and
otherwise the evolution historyσ′ coincide withσ. If the LOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm is followed, then the
reputation increment for the multiple edits is bounded by the reputation increment ofvj for local feedback.

Proof. We consider the two evolution historiesσ andσ′. In σ′ the editej is replaced by multiple edits by
identities inU , otherwiseσ andσ′ coincide. Letvj−1 be the version before the editej in σ, and we denote
the versions produced by edits of identities inU in σ′ as v̂1, v̂2, . . . , v̂f = vj (i.e., the final version̂vf of
the edits byU is the versionvj of σ). The following analysis shows that the maximal reputationgain inσ′

is no more than the maximal reputation gain inσ. Consider a version̂vi produced by an identity inu ∈ U

with maximal reputationr. Let the version̂vi be judged by a later versionv. If v is produced by an edit of
an identity inU , then the reputation of the author of the version judgingv̂i is at mostr (since the maximal
reputation of identities inU is r). Thus the reputation ofu does not increase. Hence we consider the case
when the judging version is a versionvk aftervj , and show the total reputation increment inσ′ is bounded by
the reputation increment by local feedback inσ. We consider a triple(vi, vj , vk) for reputation increment
in σ, with i < j < k, andk − i ≤ m. The sumγ of the reputation increment inσ′ for edits byU producing
vj as judged byvk is given as follows:

γ = cs · d(vj−1, v̂1) · qual(vj−1, v̂1, vk) · w(rk(ak)) + cs ·
∑f−1

l=1 d(v̂l, v̂l+1) · qual(v̂l, v̂l+1, vk) · w(rk(ak))

= cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂1, vk)
)

+ cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
∑f−1

l=1

(

d(v̂l, vk) − d(v̂l+1, vk)
)

= cs · w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂f , vk)
)

.

We obtain the first equality because in (5) the reputation increment is bounded by the local feedback, and
the second equality follows since

qual(vj−1, v̂1, vk) =
d(vj−1, vk) − d(v̂1, vk)

d(vj−1, v̂1)
; qual(v̂l, v̂l+1, vk) =

d(v̂l, vk) − d(v̂l+1, vk)

d(v̂l, v̂l+1)
.
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Algorithm ALGO-07 BASIC REPUTATION-CAP-NIX LOCAL LOCAL-GLOBAL

Precision 31.7 % 30.5 % 31.7 % 29.8 % 31.5 %

Recall 93.1 % 93.2 % 92.9 % 93.4 % 93.1 %

Table 1: Precision and recall of low reputation for bad edits.

Since v̂f = vj, it follows that the above sum is equal tow(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(vj , vk)
)

. In the
evolution historyσ, the reputation increment for the triple(j − 1, j, k) is given by

IncLocalp(j − 1, j, k) = cs · d(vj−1, vj) · qual(vj−1, vj , vk) · w(rk(ak))

= cs ·
(

d(vj−1, vk) − d(vj , vk)
)

· w(rk(ak)).

It follows thatγ = IncLocalGlobalp(j−1, j, k). Sincecs ·w(rk(ak)) ·
(

d(vj−1, vk)−d(vj , vk)
)

is the local
feedback forvj compared againstvk, the desired result follows.

Hence if the global feedback reputation increment exceeds the local feedback increment, and the
LOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm is followed, then the rational policy for reputation increment is the truthful
policy. The only case when an edit can possibly benefit from splitting is as follows: the immediate previous
edit is from a high reputed user, but in a wrong direction as compared to the following edits of the high
reputed user (i.e., a high reputed user performs a bad edit for the article). In this case, the global feedback is
lower as compared to the local feedback, and since the immediate previous edit is from a high reputed user,
theREPUTATION-CAP-NIX algorithm also allows for reputation increment. However, we argue that the case
when theLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm violates the truthfulness property is rare and hard to implement for an
user. First, it is rare that a high reputed user performs a badedit for an article, and second, since the repu-
tation of authors is not public, an author who wishes to make an edit does not know whether the previous
bad edit was from a high reputed user. Hence for all practicalpurposes theLOCAL-GLOBAL algorithm is
truthful, robust against sock-puppet and denial-of-reputation attacks.

4 Evaluation

The robust reputation algorithms we proposed in this paper have not been deployed yet on a large and
dynamic wiki, so that it is not possible at this point to report on their real-world behavior. While the theorems
presented in this paper provide absolute guarantees of robustness, only a real-world deployment will make
it possible to judge the impact of the algorithms on user satisfaction, and quality of on-line collaboration.

Our present evaluation focuses on thequalityof the reputation computed by the algorithms: specifically,
we show that the changes required to obtain robust algorithms do not lead to lower-quality reputation.
Following [2], we evaluate the quality of content-driven reputation via its ability to predict the quality of
future contibutions. We consider all editse

p
j in the history of a wiki, and we study the correlation between

the reputationrp
j (a

p
j ) of the author ofep

k at the timetpk when the edit was made, and the futurelongevityof
e
p
j , defined as in [2] by:

Long(ep
j ) =

1

m − 1

j+m−1
∑

k=j+1

qual(vp
j−1, v

p
j , v

p
k) .

The longevity ofep
j is a measure of how long the change introduced ine

p
j lasts in the future. As the reputation

r
p
j (a

p
j ) is accrued in the past ofep

j , the correlation betweenrp
j (a

p
j ) andLong(ep

j ) provides a meaningful
statistical quality criterion for our content-driven reputation. Following [2], we say thatep

j is short-livedif
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Figure 3: Percentage of edits from authors of a given reputation range. The large number of edits from
reputation 0 are due to novices and anonymous users. Data from a 100,000-article sample of the French
Wikipedia, up to March 2008.

Long(ep
j ) ≤ −0.8, indicating that the edit has been almost entirely reverted, and we say thatrp

j (a
p
j ) is low-

reputationif r
p
j (a

p
j ) ≤ 0.2 · Tmax, that is, if the author is in the lowest 20% percentile at the time of the edit.

To estimate the quality of the reputation systems, we assignto each editep
j the relative weightd(vp

j−1, v
p
j ),

and we consider the precision and recall that low-reputation provides with respect to short-lived edits:

• Theprecisionis the probability thatep
j is short-lived, given thatrp

j (a
p
j ) ≤ 0.2 · Tmax;

• Therecall is the probability thatrp
j (a

p
j ) ≤ 0.2 · Tmax, given thatep

j is short-lived.

We have evaluated the performance of the proposed reputation algorithms over 100,000 articles of the French
Wikipedia, corresponding to 56,229,855 revisions, with end date March 23, 2008.2 The nix interval was
1 day, and 0.07% revisions were nixed. The algorithmALGO-07 is the one of [2]. Table 1 shows precision
and recall measurements for the basic reputation algorithm, and for the robust versions. We see that the per-
formance of the algorithms is only slightly affected by the changes that are required to make them resistant
to attack. The graphs in Figure 3 give the distribution of author reputation The main difference among the
algorithms is that the algorithms which consider only triples of the form(j − 1, j, k) for 1 < j < k with
k − j ≤ m − 1 confer less reputation to users than the algorithms that consider triples of the form(i, j, k),
for all 0 < i < j < k with k− i ≤ m. This is simply due to the fact that the latter algorithms consider more
triples, in total, to update the reputation value of a version author. The performance of the algorithms can
thus be equalized simply by choosing different re-scaling factorscs for the algorithms.

2The data for the whole French Wikipedia will be available to us soon; we do not expect significant changes due to the size of
this sample.
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